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Reminders

• Last day of fall classes 12/13
• Fall commencement 12/15
• Final exams 12/16-12/19
• Last meal of fall semester Lunch 12/19
• J-Term session begins 12/21
• UWRF closed (no classes) 12/24, 12/25, 1/1, & 1/2
• Fall grades due (view in eSIS) 12/30

Important contact information can be found here!
10 Ways To Negotiate the Holidays

Article written by Jennifer L. Wilson, Student Health and Counseling Services

Most people will agree that “going home” at any age, especially for the holidays, is a mixed bag of feelings.

For those college students who are returning home for the first time, this reunion can be the most enjoyable, difficult and significant of all. With some planning, going home can be more enjoyable and less difficult.

Essentially, there are a few land mines that we are all in danger of setting off, which may be avoided with good planning and preparation. So, with the goal of enjoying the next few weeks as much as possible, here are 10 tips for negotiating the holidays.

1. Be realistic
Holidays do not have to be perfect or just like last year. As families change and grow, traditions and rituals often change as well. Choose a few to hold onto and be open to creating new ones. While the holidays are advertised as the season of loving and giving, too often they’re experienced as oppressive. This is not to say that the holiday season can’t be great fun, but its quality depends on how realistic you are and how well you take care of yourself.

2. Be patient with yourself
No matter our age, when we get back with our families, we regress. That is, we start acting like we did when we lived there from day to day, or at least we are vulnerable to having our “buttons” pushed. Whereas with friends and co-workers we can usually act like the person we want to be, when at home a simple word, look, or sigh can trigger automatic responses of rage, envy, or tears—as well as the positive experiences of hilarity, joy, silliness, and understanding. Probably the biggest help in dealing with regression is accepting that it is beyond our control to some degree. And by giving ourselves some slack, it is then easier to hold on to who we want to be, remembering that we are caught in conflicting and changing roles: from dependent child to independent adult. This is a time of transition for everyone involved.

3. Be patient with your family
After having been away at school for the first time, the student returns home with a whole new set of experiences, all in the context of a newfound independence. You have managed your own time and friendships, dressed as you wanted, and taken care of your day-to-day needs on your own. Typically, however, parents act as though you only vanished from space/time for a few months and have reappeared unchanged. Even those returning home for the nth time can experience this. And so ensue the typical battles around freedom and control. Parents can get angry about their unruly child; and the child can get indignant about his or her right to independence. It can be difficult on both sides, but you can soften the potential conflict by remembering that this is an adjustment for your parents as well. They haven’t been with you as you’ve learned how to take care of yourself. And somewhere in their hearts they’re probably mourning a little about the loss of their boy or girl, who (appropriately) does not need them as much. So this needs to be a time of compromise and understanding. And showing you are capable of this will likely help your family to see the changes you’ve made.
4. Acknowledge your full range of feelings
If someone close to you has recently died or you cannot be with loved ones, realize that it is normal to feel sadness and grief. It is okay to take time to cry or to express your feelings. You can’t force yourself to be happy just because it is the holiday season.

5. Take a breather
Make some time for yourself. Spending just 15 minutes alone, without distractions, may refresh you enough to handle everything you need to do. Take a walk at night and star gaze. Listen to soothing music. Find something that reduces stress by clearing your mind, slowing your breathing and restoring your inner calm.

6. Do not abandon healthy habits
Do not let the holidays become a free-for-all; overindulgence only adds to your stress and guilt. Eat healthy foods and exercise. Maintain your energy and emotional health by keeping your usual habits. Make holiday goodies an addition, not a substitute for balanced healthy eating and moderate exercise. Have a healthy snack before holiday parties so that you don’t go overboard on sweets, cheese, or drinks. Continue to get plenty of sleep and physical activity.

7. Seek professional help if you need it
Despite your best efforts, you may find yourself feeling persistently sad or anxious, plagued by physical complaints, unable to sleep, irritable and hopeless, and unable to face routine chores. If these feelings last for a while, talk to your doctor or a mental health professional.

8. Be prepared for loneliness
For some people, going home means reuniting with the people you love the most and who understand you the best. For others, though, going home means facing difficult relationships and leaving friends. Going home for the first time can sometimes be a shock because our old friends aren’t there anymore, or they’ve changed. But there are ways to deal with these possibilities. Think ahead. Try to make plans with the people you want to see. Find out who will be home. Bring some meaningful part of your life with you: a book; a hobby; a friend; your journal. In moving between worlds, our sense of self can get lost, so reminders can help us feel more confident and real. While at home, remember that you can write, email, and/or call people you want to be with; it is a good opportunity to make good use of social media. It’s easy to forget that our relationships don’t disappear with distance.

9. Consider volunteering
Another way of celebrating the holidays is to volunteer to help others. Volunteering your time to help others is also a good way to lift your spirits and broaden your friendships. It is not just a meaningless cliché that giving to others can be a gift to ourselves and a way to give new meaning to this season.

10. If all else fails, consider a “family of choice”
If emotional adulthood is impossible in your birth family, or if your birth family is far away, consider a chosen family of others.
Are you graduating this December? Do you know all the details to the big day? Well, you are reading the right article!

**When:** Sunday, December 15, 2013, at 2 p.m.
**Where:** Robert P. Knowles Center (view in map)

**Streaming Video Presentation**
The UW-River Falls will be streaming the commencement ceremony live on UWRF Channel 19. The live stream will begin 15 minutes before the ceremony and end at the conclusion of the event.

**Parking**
- All campus parking lots will be open to the public from 7 a.m. until midnight on Commencement Day.
- Citations will be issued prior to and after those times if cars are parked in lots that are monitored.
- Parking during Commencement is on a first come, first serve basis. Family and friends should plan ahead in order to ensure that they arrive in a timely manner.
- The parking lot at Ramer Field will be overflowing, as will all parking lots close to Ramer Field.
- Family and friends should arrange to share rides and drop off family members or friends who have a difficult time walking long distances.
- There are limited accessible parking spaces available at Ramer Field. Parking attendants will be on duty prior to and during Commencement.
- If you have any questions regarding parking facilities, please contact the Parking Office at 715-425-3333.

Want to keep up to date on information on graduating this December? Visit the Commencement Facebook Page! This will keep students up to date with the most relevant information if they graduate in December.

Follow us on Twitter!
Applying For FAFSA

Make completing your 2014-15 FAFSA application your New Year’s resolution. The timing is perfect because the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) opens on New Year’s Day each year!

To apply for Federal financial aid, you must complete the FAFSA application every year. It is important to complete it early because some funds do actually run out. To complete the FAFSA online, you will go to www.fafsa.ed.gov. In order to make this process go smoothly it will be important to plan ahead. Go to www.studentaid.ed.gov, and click on “FAFSA: Apply for Aid”. Here you will find the most thorough and accurate information you will need to complete the application.

In addition to preparing for and completing the FAFSA application each year, here are some of the easiest and most important messages:

1. Read the emails we send to your UWRF email. We do not send emails unless you need to do something!
2. Read fine print and reread
3. If you don’t understand something, please call our office rather than getting what might be inaccurate information from social media or someone else’s circumstance.

So remember, be sure to keep your New Year’s resolution going strong!
Study Skills and Assessments Links

With finals week coming up quick, it is a good idea to get a head start on studying for your exams. Below are some great tips and tricks to making finals week a breeze.

Online Flash Card Learning

**Study Stacks**
- **Study Blue:** Online and mobile flash cards
- **Quizlet:** Online and mobile flashcards and games

Tone in writing

**Tone in Business Writing**
Check out this site for more in-depth tips in choosing the right tone.

**Tone and Attitude Words**
A great list of tones that you can choose for your writing.

Video Tutorial Links

**Khan Academy**
Videos on physics finance and even history!

**Educational Portal Academy**
Fun Video tutorials plus quizzes for Biology, Business, Chemistry, Economics, English and Psychology.